When a call is initiated, caller identification is sent to the receiving station and the blue light begins to flash indicating to those around that assistance is needed. They are sleek in design, vandal-resistant, rugged and lightweight. Ideal for parking lots, athletic fields and pathways. Customizable options include color choice, lettering (Emergency, Assistance, etc), WiFi, camera, solar powered and multiple buttons.

**IP Emergency Call Tower with Mass Notification Broadcast**

**Unique, Contemporary Sleek Style**
- Full SIP Functionality – Multi SIP Servers
- Rugged, Low Power, Lightweight – Only 75 Pounds
- Compatible with Most Modern IP Telephone Systems
- Call Button Calls a SIP Address or Any Valcom Gateway Device
- Provides Enhanced Caller ID
- Automatic Talkback Operation (No Push-to-Talk Button Required)
- SIP or Multicast Addressable
- Messaging Broadcast Capability
- Unlimited Simultaneous Group Calls
- High-Intensity LED Blue Flashing Light
- LED Lighted Call Button
- Supervision with Alert Functions
- Vandal and Tamper-Resistant

**Options:**
- Fiber
- PoE & Powered
- 115 – 240 Volts
- Managed Headend Switch
- Solar Powered
- Camera
- WiFi
- 4G LTE
- Colors and Markings
- Multi-Buttons - 2, 3 or 4

**SIP Emergency Call Station HelpPoints** VIP-9895

These call stations provide high visible security for hallways, transit centers, buildings, dorm entrances or parking decks, etc. They include a blue flashing light that is activated when the Emergency button is pressed. They also provide automatic talkback functionality. Once the button is activated, you do not need to press the button again in order to have a two-way conversation. They are available in color and button options and are easily pole or surface mounted.

**IP Emergency Telephone with Mass Notification Broadcast**
- Easy, RJ-45 Plug-in, CAT 5 or 6
- Call Button Calls a SIP Address or Any Valcom Gateway Device
- SIP or Multicast Addressable
- Red LED Status Indicator
- Network Programmable for Control and Setup
- Door Opening Contact Provided
- Automatic Talkback Operation (No Push-to-Talk Button Required)
- Compatible with Most Modern IP Telephone Systems
- Blue Flashing Light
- Vandal and Tamper-Resistant
- Surface or Pole Mount

**Color Options:**
- Blue
- Gray
- Red
- Yellow
- Steel
**Interior/Exterior**

### SIP Multi-Button Emergency/Information Call Station  
VIP-9894

2, 3 or 4 programmable call buttons which can be used for Emergency, General Information, Directions or Recorded Information. Emergency calls take precedence over all other calls. These smaller units are available in color options and are easily surface or pole mounted.

- Convenient “Voice Operated Switch” VOX Operated
- Vandal and Tamper-Resistant
- Surface or Pole Mount

**Color Options:**

- Blue
- Gray
- Red
- Yellow
- Silver

---

**Interior**

### SIP Emergency Call Station  
VIP-9890A-EM

- Loud Horn for Large Areas
- Surface Mount Steel Enclosure
- Stainless Steel Faceplate
- Vandal and Tamper-Resistant

---

**Interior/Exterior**

### SIP Multi-Button Call Station  
VIP-9890AL-CB

- Door Relay Connection
- Call Button
- Surface Mount Steel Enclosure
- Stainless Steel Faceplate
- Vandal and Tamper-Resistant
- Long Line Extender

---

**Interior**

### SIP Door Intercom  
VIP-176

- SIP Compliant and Valcom Gateway Accessible
- Peer-to-Peer Capable
- PoE 802.3af Enabled (Power-over-Ethernet)
- Optional: Hi Security Smart Relay for Door Latches — VM-SRLY
- Fully Network Configurable
- Mounts in Standard Double Gang Electrical Box
- High Loudspeaker Levels for Use in Moderate to High Noise Areas
- Paging Speaker Feature
- Mic and Speaker Volume Control

**Color Options:**

- Red
- Steel
- Blue
- Gray

---

**New**

### IP Door Intercoms

- Weather-Resistant
- Talkback Speaker
- Call Button
- Mounts in Standard Double Gang Electrical Box
- Long Line Extender

**Color Options:**

- Red
- Steel
- Blue
- Gray

---

*InformaCast® Versions are also available.*
Valcom, the largest provider of telephone integrated paging systems in the world, knows and understands customer needs.

For over 40 years, our focus has always been, and will continue to be, listening to and providing customer based solutions.

Valcom’s unique and extensive experience in IP and Analog Voice Paging Systems, Mass Notification, IP Centric Multimodal Systems and Telecommunication Enhancements gives us a unique perspective. We are well known for providing guidance and assistance in implementing everything from the simplest paging system to the most complex mass notification solution. Our customer base includes most of the Fortune 500 companies, the majority of highly secure US Government facilities, local government emergency service organizations, over 35,000 schools and quite possibly your own organization.

Virtually all of Valcom’s products are engineered, manufactured and supported in our 120,000 square foot state-of-the-art facility in Roanoke, Virginia, USA. Valcom’s component products are available through wholesale distributors and integrators.

Valcom has some of the industry’s newest and most innovative manufacturing processes and works continuously to improve our customer solutions.